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There's nothing better than Fall time down South! Check out this long sleeve perfect for completing the Fall look.
Volunteer Traditions has been making some of the most stylish digs a Vol could wear! Check out their collection of logo hats. $25
Rep the orangest place on Earth at your next golf match, a night downtown, or anytime with this UT polo.
A mask to match every Rocky Top occasion. Mask-Up with this orange and white face covering!

$10
Can't go wrong with stickers! Perfect for your laptop, your water bottle, your car, you name it!
Want to wrap yourself in the volunteer spirit? Check out this great throw blanket.

TENNESSEE

$25
Nothing says "I visited a college" like a classic sweatshirt. $35
Bring the Volunteer spirit home with you to your lawn or garden!

$19
For dad, the perfect shirt for grilling out at your next backyard BBQ awaits!

$18
Stay hydrated and repping Rocky Top with a Tennessee themed water bottle!

$35

$38
The most ICONIC item of any Vol's Wardrobe. When in doubt, checkerboard it out!

$79

$60
We think that this T-shirt speaks for itself... see you on Rocky Top!

$32
THE VOLSHOP

The VolShop supports student success & campus initiatives at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, with 100% of profits returned to the university through student scholarships, campus building projects, and community outreach.

OUR VISION
To serve as the vital retailer that is a dynamic resource for the University of Tennessee.

OUR MISSION
To serve as the source of retail services for UTK. We provide a diverse community the resources & materials necessary to foster academic success & the university experience.
We operate the following campus locations: VolShop, VolBooks, VolSnacks, and VolTech, all of which are in the Student Union.

We also have locations around campus, including on Cumberland Avenue, in the Art & Architecture Building, and in the University Commons shopping center.

We also operate the Tennessee Official Team Shop in Neyland Stadium, and multiple retail trailers and kiosks at University of Tennessee athletic events.
The VolShop contributes to the overall UT experience from the moment you arrive for a campus tour to the moment when you walk across the stage at graduation. The VolShop will be at your side to serve all students in the best possible way. To make you feel more at home here in Big Orange Country, we asked some current Vols to choose some items that will make being a Tennessee Volunteer even better!
SEE YOU SOON!